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The main site for the NIST mas spectral database is:

https://www.nist.gov/srd/nist-standard-reference-database-1a-v17

The main web sites for the IUPAC InChI project are:

http://www.iupac.org/inchi  

And

http://www.inchi-trust.org
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Slides are available at http://www.hellers.com/steve/SUNY-SB-10-18.pdf
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Outline

• The value of being in the right place at the right time

• The start in the Chemistry Department at Stony Brook

• Two major projects

• The NIH/EPA/NIST Mass Spectral Data Base

• IUPAC InChI Chemical Structure Standard
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This is a green talk 

These slides were made from 

100% recycled electrons
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Chemistry, Stony Brook, and the Early 1960s

* No graduate students the first few years

*        I was the first summer NMR technician for the future Nobel Laureate 

Paul Lauterbur

*        Professor Fausto Ramirez and the search for the correct phosphate 

structure

F. Ramirez, A. V. Patwardhan, and S. R. Heller, The Reaction of Trialkyl Phosphites with 

Aliphatic Aldehydes. P-31 and H-1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra of Tetraoxyalkyl 

Phosphoranes, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 86, 514-516(1964)                
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The Mass Spectral Database  & Search System - MSSS

*    Early 1970s

*    NIH Division of Computer Research and Technology

Scotty Pratt,  Hank Fales

*    Showing off what computers could do

Timesharing computers 

No internet, 110 baud modems

*    Public was invited to experiment

*    30,000 El spectra in 1975; 10 times that today

*    6,000 copies sold per year 

*    Generates in excess of $5 million  for NIST

https://www.nist.gov/srd/nist-standard-reference-database-1a-v17

https://www.nist.gov/srd/nist-standard-reference-database-1a-v17
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The Birth of InChI

* Issues relating to CAS Registry Numbers in the late 1990’s

*    NIST mass spec compound registration software  for finding replicate              

spectra for the same compound).  

*    Chemical names  - NOT the future for chemical structures
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*      IUPAC convened a meeting in March 2000 in Washington.

Ted Becker (NIH) and Alan McNaught (RSC) 

*     NIST offered to provide staff to create and program this chemical 

identifier standard for IUPAC.

IUPAC and the Birth of InChI
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InChI Project Goal

*          But before you can share and use data and information do you 

need to find it. 

*          Link everything (data and information) about a chemical 

* from many and varied  sources 

* purpose of creating new information and perhaps/hopefully 

knowledge.
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Unique InChI Features

* Only IUPAC International structure standard

*      Open Source structure standard

*      Only structure standard support by

majority of publishers 

database producers 

chemistry software companies
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InChI Characteristics

1. Easy to generate

2. Expressive (it will contain structural information)

3. Unambiguous/Unique

4. Does not require a centralized operation (it can be generated anywhere –

can use crowdsourcing/free labor)

5. Easy to search for structure via Internet search engines (Google, Yahoo, 

Bing, etc.) using the InChI (hash) Key.
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What “is” the InChI standard?

The InChI standard programmed into the algorithm is an 

arbitrary decision as to how structures are handled. In most 

cases there is total agreement (e.g., methane). 

In cases of more complex molecules where there is not 

agreement among chemists, one representation is chosen. 

As long as the arbitrarily chosen representation is properly 

programmed, one will always get the SAME result using it –

which is what a standard is!
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InChI layered structure design
The current InChI layers are:

1. Formula

2. Connectivity (no formal bond orders)

a. disconnected metals

b. connected metals

3. Isotopes

4. Stereochemistry

a. double bond (Z/E)

b. tetrahedral (sp3)

5. Tautomers (on or off)

Charges are added to end of the string

The InChI Algorithm normalizes chemical representation and includes a 

“standardized” InChI, and the ‘hashed’ form called the InChIKey
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Search Engines can use InChIKey

Tiformin

They can use InChI too!  ..  but your mileage may vary
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InChI Standard

Developing a standard and having it accepted 

are two very different things. 
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“Standards are like toothbrushes – everyone 

has one but no one wants to use someone 

else’s.”

Phil Bourne,

Former Associate Director for Data Science (Big Data), NIH

InChI Standard
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The Kasson Metric System 

Act of the US Congress back 

in ’66 is an example of slower 

acceptance of a standard.
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How difficult is it to create an InChI?

Today, all the major structure drawing programs 

have incorporated the InChI algorithm in their 

products, with usually an “InChI” button for 

generating the InChI. 
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Current InChI Status

*        InChI can handle simple organic 

molecules

*        99%+ of what scientists use every day 
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InChI is the worst computer readable 

structure representation except for all 

those other forms that have been tried 

from time to time. 

With apologies to Sir Winston Churchill

(House of Commons speech on 

November 11, 1947)
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Large Databases with 

InChIs/InChIKeys

EBI UniChem –157 million

NIH/NCI – 110 million

NIH/PubChem - 97 million active

RSC/ChemSpider – 67 million

Elsevier/Reaxys – 30 million

IUPAC – 0 million
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InChI Videos
1. What on Earth is InChI?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAnJ5toz26c

2. The Birth of the InChI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9c0PHXPfso

3. The Googlable InChIKey

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxSNOtv8Rjw

4. InChI and the Islands

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrCqJ0o4jGs

https://mail.textd.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2R5z4vwQ-UO-1v6EkAKkkzlBI7sLbtBIotaFDkPH-qjvB5ibA8JXkIO614iaziAbvW0dEYPZEgU.&URL=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rAnJ5toz26c
https://mail.textd.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2R5z4vwQ-UO-1v6EkAKkkzlBI7sLbtBIotaFDkPH-qjvB5ibA8JXkIO614iaziAbvW0dEYPZEgU.&URL=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9c0PHXPfso
https://mail.textd.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2R5z4vwQ-UO-1v6EkAKkkzlBI7sLbtBIotaFDkPH-qjvB5ibA8JXkIO614iaziAbvW0dEYPZEgU.&URL=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxSNOtv8Rjw
https://mail.textd.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=2R5z4vwQ-UO-1v6EkAKkkzlBI7sLbtBIotaFDkPH-qjvB5ibA8JXkIO614iaziAbvW0dEYPZEgU.&URL=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrCqJ0o4jGs
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Success is uncoerced adoption
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If you are not part of the 

solution; you are part of the 

precipitate

steve@hellers.com

Slides are available at http://www.hellers.com/steve/SUNY-SB-10-18.pdf
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